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Abstract—The Home Care Scheduling Problem (HCSP) consists of designing a set of routes for medical service suppliers to
visit a number of patients located at different places and asking
for a set of medical tasks. The object of the HCSP is to define the
required set of routes where the assigned workforce will travel
in order to minimize the overall travelled distance. Therefore,
the solution will define first the teams (crew) that will travel
together for serving particular subset of patients. Then, the route
of each team is defined. The problem shows a hierarchical nature
where the solving algorithm should build first the service team
that defines partially the set of potential customers to serve and
then look for the routes to follow. In this paper, we studied and
solved the HCSP after reviewing the literature on the HCSP. We
modeled the HCSP as a multilevel (hierarchical) combinatorial
optimization problem. Then, we focused on particular variant of
the HCSP which is the Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem with
Time windows (MTSPTW) where we implemented a Tabu Search
based heuristic to solve a modified version of Solomons instances.
The obtained results are reported, commented and validated.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Home or domiciliary care is the provision of continuous
and coordinated cares (medical and paramedical services) to
patients in their own homes, according to a formal assessment
of their needs with the aim of maintaining or improving their
life conditions. This support is made by medical suppliers that
are generally nurses, drug vendors, technicians, etc. The aim
is to provide the care and support needed to assist people. The
population taking benefit for home care scheduling contains,
mainly of elderly peoples and people with physical or learning
disabilities. The Home Health Care (HHC) services are a
growing service industry which must face scheduling and
routing problems. Its development is accelerated by several
factors such as the introduction of innovative technologies,
the population ageing, the increase in chronic pathologies
and the continuous pressure of governments to contain health
care costs. From the stakeholder (hospitals, agencies) position,
the objective of the HHC is to ensure the efficiency of the
service of patients. Service efficiency is defined by customers
satisfaction and also the cost incurred by the completion of the
service.
Home health care services can be viewed as the problem
of satisfying a set of patients queries to be served at their
c
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home. That is by employing a medical or a paramedical staff.
Intuitively, many questions need to be answered such as:
1)
2)
3)

Which staff member (or team) will be assigned to
each patient?
Will nurses and caregivers will move alone or in
groups to patients homes? If some grouping is required, how to cluster them?
What are the routes to be followed by staff groups in
order to move to patients locations?

It is clear that the answer of each question is not trivial and
each question represents an independent optimization problem.
The first question defines an assignment problem where the
objective is to design an optimal affectation (assignment) of
nurses to patients. The second question can define a clustering
(grouping) problem and the aim is there to define the groups
of caregivers who will move together using the same transportation tool. The third question is a routing problem that
defines a set of routes to be followed by medical groups to
visit patients at their homes. All of these problems are highly
constrained. We can cite, staff workload constraints, routing
constraints like time windows, etc. Moreover, these questions
and problems are not independent, in the sense that the answer
of the first question will be an input to the second question and
then the answer of the second question will be the input of the
third question. For instance, the proposed assignment (answer
of question 1) will affect the design of the nurse groups that
will move together. For example, nurses assigned to patients
in the same city will move together. Following the defined
groups, the routes will be designed in the third level. Thus,
the home health care scheduling problem asks explicitly for
answering patients demands for service at their homes. But,
implicitly, it is a sequence of three dependent optimization
problems. Such optimization problems are called Hierarchical
problems or dynamic problems. Hierarchical problems are NPHard Combinatorial Optimization Problems.
The next section provides a review of the HCSP literature
by presenting its main components. Section 3 presents the
proposed approach, describes the optimization model and
presents the solving method. In the fourth section, we describe
the implementation and the computational results. Finally, we
discuss the conclusions and areas of future research of the
HCSP in Section 5.

II.

L ITERATURE REVIEW

The literature on the HCSP, shows three types of studies
of the problem: in first class the focus is on the assignment
problem, in the second class of papers the main studied
part is the routing problem and in some recent papers the
problem is handled without omitting or hiding one of its
two components. Subsequently, the next three subsections will
present the relevant literature in each class.
A. HCSP: the assignment component
The first part of the home health care scheduling problem
consists of defining the assignments of nurses to patients.
The proposed assignment has to respect the type of the
service demanded by the patient. Generally, each treatment
requires one or more caregiver skills. The visits have to be
conducted within particular periods that can be specified by
the patients or by the type of the treatment itself. Moreover,
caregivers assignments will respect employment regulations
and contracts in term of nurses overall workload, breaks, etc.
In this context, Ben Bachouch [4] described some of the
considered constraints:
•

The biggest workload of each nurse must be lesser
than the upper bound of the workload of each nurse
Pmax .

•

The smallest workload of each nurse must be greater
than the lower bound of the workload of each nurse
Pmin .

•

Each task is assigned to one and only one care worker
according to a given rank.

•

All the tasks must be realized into the working day of
the care workers.

•

etc.

In [28], Hertz and Lahrichi describe the following constraints:
•

The sum of work load of each nurse must be less than
or equal to the average work load of all nurses.

•

The sum of patients assigned to a nurse must be less
than or equal to the average of the number of patients
affected to all nurses.

Generally, the objective of the assignment task is to balance
the workload between workers [4], [28] in order to enhance
quality for patient caring and increase the quality of nursing
works. Consistently balanced workloads help nursing managers to predict required staffing levels and identify overstaffed units more easily. Furthermore, distributing work fairly
among nurses is essential for optimal quality of care. However,
other objectives may be considered like maximizing benefits
incurred by serving more patients with minimal number of
caregivers. Given the number of potential objectives, the assignment problem can be modeled as single-objective or multiobjective problem [28].
Assignment in health care problem is a consistent part of
the assignment literature. Assigning in home health service
is about the finding the best affectation of medical staff
to patients. Mullinax and Lawley [34] cited some works

focus on assignment in health care: Powers [37] suggests
that excessive workloads are unsafe and promote poor quality
of care. Moreover, fair workloads among nurses are essential for optimal quality of care as agreed by [19] [15] and
[23]. Walts et al. [45] develop a patient classification system
and use an integer program to model and compute minimal
staffing levels required to meet aggregate workload levels.
Their approach provides significant reduction in staffing levels
over current practice, while ensuring that nursing units are
adequately staffed. Shaha and Bush [40] say that most patient
assignments are based either on the intuitive judgment of the
charge nurse or on the caseload method wherein each nurse
is assigned the same number of patients. Punnakitikashem et
al. [38] mention some researches studied nurse assignment to
patients like the work of Overfelt [35] in which he proposed
a modern patient classification systems partition the set of
patients into groups, and each group is assigned to a nurse.
Punnakitikashem et al. [38] developed a two stage stochastic
integer programming model for a nurse patient assignment that
considered uncertainty in patient care. Sundaramoorthi et al.
[41] presented a simulation model from real data to evaluate
nurse-patient assignments. Teoh [43] provided an overview
of the workload measurement systems and its application
to balance workload between workers. In [28], authors aim
to balance the workload of the nurses while avoiding long
travels to visit patients. Abdennadher [1] discussed the nurse
scheduling problem and a specific system named INTERDIP,
is presented using constraint logic programming. This system
assists a human planner in scheduling the nurse working shifts
for a hospital ward and provides a feasible planning in few
minutes. Eiselt [21] in which they proposed a model for the
assignment of tasks to individual employees, when several
goals are considered and when there are constraints imposed
by employees capabilities.
B. HCSP: the routing component
The goal of the HCSP routing problem is to find the
optimal set of routes to be followed by care providers vehicles
to reach patients home and to complete the required treatments.
To achieve a good scheduling, the routing component must
consider the already proposed assignment and minimize transportation costs. Routing costs consist generally of minimizing
the number of used vehicles, the overall travelled distance,
balancing tours in term of staff workload and the overall
working time (accumulated durations of runs). The HCSP
routing problem is subject to a large number of scheduling and
routing constraints. According to [22] and [10] , the optimal
solution requires the respect of the following constraints:
•

Each nurse have to respect the proposed assignment
and he must visit the affected patients in a particular
order.

•

Each patient have to be visited exactly the number of
required visits generally set to one visit.

•

Care providers visits must be carried within the predefined time window.

•

Each staff member has given planned breaks such as
meals; sufficient travel time between visits must be
allocated.

•

Staff members visits will complete their circuits starting from the central point and then going back home
at a defined time.

•

Additional operational constraints may be found like
the precedence constraints between visits. For instance, a blood sampling visit has to precede any
treatment (second visit) determined by the results of
the blood analysis.

Health care routing problem was extensively studied to
model and solve the routing component of the HCSP. In [22],
authors said that repeated matching was first used by Forbes
[25], in bus crew scheduling is the basis for solving vehicle
routing problems. There are many articles devoted to staff
scheduling. One area is the airline industry, many works in
this domain [29] and [26] showed that improved schedules
has a considerable positive impact. In some applications, the
schedules must be cyclic and examples of such applications
are found in [32] and [7]. Problems also differ whether the
definition of a shift or task. If the schedule is determined in
advance [32] and [6]. One area in the service industry that has
attracted lot of attention is hospital and/or nurse scheduling
we have the example of [20][44]. Also in the area of call
centers like the work of Lin et al. [30]. Many heuristic methods
have been used in the literature that we can mention the use
of genetic algorithms [13], simulated annealing [12] and tabu
search [20]. A variety of optimization based methods constraint
programming, column generation, set partitioning models was
also used [14][11][39]. In [8] and [10], authors developed a
computerised system which solves the nurse scheduling and
the routing home care nurses problems. Cheng [18] formulated
the routing home care nurses problem as a vehicle routing
problem with time windows and multiple depots. Eveborn [22]
introduced a scheduling problem for a variety of home care
providers which is modeled as a set partitioning problem and
solved with a repeated matching algorithm. Cheng [18] cited
some of works about routing where the goal was to minimize
the amount of work by minimizing the amount of travel
needed. They considered that the home health care problem
is, more generally, a vehicle routing problem with and without
time windows (VRPTW).

In dynamic HCSP, both assignment and routing constraints
are defined and have to be respected in an a final feasible
solution. Chananes et al. [16] and Bertels [8] presented some
constraints to guarantee both good assignment and routing
tasks that we can cite:
•

Each activity must be delivered within a specified time
window and location.

•

Each activity can involve only one visit by one care
worker so the maximum number of routes is equal to
the number of care workers.

•

The care workers start from their homes and return
after finishing all their assigned activities.

•

For critical, medical activities the time window is a
target time of 5 min. For non-critical activities the
window is 15 min.

•

If a care worker arrives before a time window, the
service cannot begin and a waiting- time is incurred.
If a care worker arrives after time window (late), the
solution is infeasible.

•

The maximum capacity of each worker is 7.5 h per
day, including travel time.

•

Each worker is assumed to be available 24 h per day,
but can be used for only 7.5 h in that period.

•

The travel speed of a care worker is assumed to be 30
miles per hour and traffic conditions are ignored.

•

All jobs must be covered at one and only time, any
starting point for a job has to respect the hard time
window.

Many different and often conflicting objectives may be considered in the HCSP. Such objectives can be derived first
from the assignment problem objectives and also those of
the routing problem. We can find then the following dynamic
HCSP potential objectives:
•

To reduce the traveling distance and hence traveling
costs of the care workers.

•

To improve worker utilization by reducing the waste
of travel and consequently reducing the number of
workers required.

•

To increase customer service by satisfying all service
requirements within their specified time windows.

•

To satisfy employee preferences.

•

To distribute work equally.

C. The hierarchical home care scheduling problem
The hierarchical home care scheduling problem is a difficult task that aims to optimize both assignment and routing tasks. The problem is to find a feasible working plan
for all nurses that have to respect a variety of hard and
soft constraints, and preferences. It looks for an operational
working plan for the nurses without separating the assignment
component and the routing component.
The HCSP can be viewed as multi-level optimization
problem called also hierarchical optimization problem where
decisions are token at different levels and each decision will
affect the optimality of its following problem. For instance,
the assignment obtained at the first level (the assignment
component) will define the level of optimality of the routing
problem. Then and in order to achieve a global optimal
working plan, it is obvious to consider the different parts (level)
of the HCSP as a unit without partitioning it into sub-problems.

The HCSP was, basically, viewed as an assignment problem with a less important routing component or routing
problem with some assignments. That is the focus was set
on the routing part or the assignment part. However, some
interesting works consider the problem as unit and gave the
same importance to the routing and the assignment and they
conclude that an efficient scheduling has to optimize while
assigning and also while routing [16]. The authors in [16] cited
some works in this field like [46] in the domain of airline crew
scheduling, the work of Bialas et al. [9] in the domain of bus

and truck driver scheduling and [17] for optimizing a routing
problem in call centers. A decision support system called
LAPS CARE has been developed to aid the staff-planning
task [22]. Chananes [16] presents the novel application of a
collaborative population-based meta-heuristic technique called
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to the scheduling of home
care workers. Bertels [8] cited some works about dynamic
HCSP like in [18] that described a combined mixed-integer
programming (MIP) and heuristics approach. In [7] a decision
support system that is based on simple scheduling heuristics
was proposed. Most of these use constraint programming
techniques in order to model and solve the nurse rostering
problem. Classical vehicle routing with time windows [24][27]
reflects the mobility aspect of the problem, but ignores any
further restriction.

III.

HCSP MODELING AND SOLVING A PPROACH

Health home are services can be analytically represented
by the HCSP as shown in the previous section. However, the
HCSP can be viewed as general problem where all kinds of
home health care services can be converted to. Besides that,
some real life HHC problems may be less restrictive than
the basic HCSP depending on the hospital or agency business
rules. We can find many variants of the HCSP following the
considered assumptions and hypothesis. In the following we
will describe some particular variants of the HCSP based on
the number of different skills of a nurse and the number of
treatments required by a patient.
1)

2)

3)

4)

If the HCSP suppose that each nurse has one skill
and each patient will ask for one treatment, then
the assignment component is implicitly removed and
the problem will consist on routing the set of caregivers to their already defined patients. However,
more HCSP constraints are maintained. This kind of
problems can be modeled as a Multiple Traveling
Salesman Problem with Time Windows where a TSP
with time window is defined for each nurse.
If each staff member is described with one skill and
patients may ask or more than one treatment (skill),
then the routing problem is less important than the
assignment subproblem. The major focus here is on
which nurse will be assigned to serve each patient.
Therefore, the objectives are generally those of the assignment component mainly workload balance. Such
problems are generally assignment problems with a
post-assignment part to define the routes to follow.
Similarly to the previous case, if each nurse come
with one skill and patients demand many treatments,
the primary aim of the problem is to find the assignment and then design the paths for reaching patients
home.
Suppose that nurses can provide many treatments and
the patients may ask for many nurses skills, then the
problem will return to its initial definition and both
parts (assignment and routing) will have the same
importance for optimizing and then finding the best
operational decisions. For this particular type health
care variants, the problem have to be tackled without
dividing it into two subproblems.

For some variants like the MTSPTW the objective is clear
and the problem is well defined. But, for other instances the
major or primary objective is generally defined by decision
makers. They have to mention which problem or component
(assignment or routing) is more important than the other.
Another more natural and interesting alternative is to model
the HCSP as a multiobjective optimization problems. In the
remaining of this project, we will focus on modelling and
solving the MTSPTW.
A. The Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem with Time Windows
Basically, the multiple traveling salesman problem with
time windows is an extension of the canonical Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). The TSP asks for defining the
optimal route for a salesman to visit a set of customers
dispersed on a transportation network. In the basic TSP, a
feasible solution must ensure that each customer will be
visited exactly one. The MTSPTW consists of defining a
TSP with Time Windows TSPTW for each medical staff and
then design the route to follow for that caregiver. Additional
constraints related to time windows and workload have to be
considered. The TSPTW has intended recently some interest
to model and represent particular optimization problems
arising in real life and also to find lower bounds to evaluate
approximate optimization [2][33]. In the following, we report
the Big-M formulation from [3]. The Big-M formulation
defines the decision variable xij to be 1 if i is followed by
j in the final solution or not. The variable si represents the
time where the service starts at customer i. Following is the
Big-M formulation where V is the set of vertices and ei and
li are respectively the earliest and the latest service time of
customer i:
∑
(1)
xij dij
M in
i,j∈V

Subject to:
∑
xij = 1
j∈V
∑
xji = 1
i∈V

si + tij − (1 − xij )Mij ≤ sj
ei ≤ si ≤ li
xij = 0

∀j ∈ V

(2)

∀i ∈ V

(3)

∀(i, j) ∈ V
∀i ∈ V
∀i, j ∈ V

(4)
(5)
(6)

where M ij = ei − lj + tij . The constraints (2) and (3)
ensure that the xij variables with value 1 in a feasible solution.
The constraints (4) ensure that start times at the nodes are
increasing along any path (as tij > 0) and therefore directed
cycles cannot exist in the solution. Finally, the constraints
(4) and (5) together ensure that the solution respects time
windows.
B. Solving approach: Tabu search
The Operations Research (OR) field offer a huge toolbox
of methods, techniques, algorithms and software for solving
combinatorial optimization problem. We can find exact algorithms that find the optimal solution of the studied problems,
but they fail where the problem increase in dimensionality.
Particularly, exact algorithm like branch and bound, dynamic
programming, etc are suitable for solving small problem. For
NP-hard class of optimization problems, obtaining the optimal

in a reasonable time is not trivial. That is, a class of solving
approaches were proposed to give a good compromise between
the cost of the obtained solution and the time needed to find
it. They are called heuristics or generally metaheuristics [42].
Metaheuristics represent a class of problem solving generic
algorithms generally inspired from nature. We can cite Genetic
Algorithms (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Ant Systems
(AS), Tabu Search (TS), etc. All these algorithms have proved
their efficiency, with variable performance, in solving and
handling a wide variety of optimization problems. Choosing
a particular metaheuristic for solving an optimization problem
depend generally on the number of parameters to set and if the
heuristic is convergent asymptotically to an optimal solution.
For solving the TSPTW, we select to implement a Tabu Search
based heuristic. Our choice is explained by the reduced number
of the TS algorithm parameters and also the experimental
performance of the TS on routing problems [27].
IV.

S IMULATION , I MPLEMENTATION AND
C OMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

A. Instances simulation
In order to simulate MTSPTW instances, we choose to
modify the 6 sets of Solomon’s benchmarks of the Vehicle
Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). The modifications applied to standard Solomons benchmarks are:
1)
2)
3)

Vehicles are considered as nurses and to each nurse
is associated a skill si .
Customers are transformed to be patients and each
patient asks for a particular treatment represented by
the required skill sj .
Time windows, locations ar maintained.

B. Experimental context and parameter settings
The HCSP solving approach has all been implemented
using the tabu search metaheuristic from the ParadisEOMO library [36]. ParadisEO is a C++ LGPL open source
object-oriented framework for evolutionary computation that
has been developed through an European joint work. The
rich set of ParadisEO-MO modular classes are combined to
develop single solution based metaheuristics. The ParadisEOMO module is based on a clear conceptual separation of the
solution methods from the problems they are intended to solve.
This separation confers a maximum code and design reuse to
the user. The results presented below are base on the following
Tabu search parameters:
•

Initial solution is randomly generated.

•

Tabu list size=100.

•

Neighborhood generation operators are the 2-opt and
Swap operators.

•

Stopping condition: maximum number of iterations is
1000.

C. Computational results
To demonstrate the efficiency of the implemented TS
heuristic for solving the modified solomons benchmarks, we
report the following results in the next Table for the the
geographical data.

TABLE I.

D ETAILED RESULT OF INSTANCE : C101

Nurse No

Initial distance

final distance

Time (ms)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

461
500
512
520
554
335
543
410
484
346

258
231
297
254
257
203
284
251
235
239

537
535
589
643
624
437
742
526
531
285

TABLE II.

D ETAILED RESULT OF INSTANCE : R101

Nurse No

Initial distance

final distance

Time (ms)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

277
402
308
352
296
463
393
305
416
367

186
213
205
222
178
227
205
190
209
214

486
766
397
320
333
400
769
490
399
580

TABLE III.

D ETAILED

Nurse No

Initial distance

final distance

Time (ms)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

563
468
424
404
543
457
365
426
416
433

301
267
279
236
304
295
277
293
214
237

550
463
382
458
552
468
461
383
460
463

V.

RESULT OF INSTANCE :

RC101

C ONCLUSIONS

The interest in the problems of health is growing in the
current life. Many areas are involved such as home care
services and emergency services. In addition, requirements
of patients and environmental issues provide a significant
importance to health costs. The HCSP is is by definition a
hierarchical optimization problem where the assignment and
routing components should be solved mutually and dependently. However, the large part of HCSP contributions address
on of the components and neglect another. In this paper, we
review present HCSP literature and we propose a modeling
and solving issue. We announced the assumptions under which
the HCSP can be reduced to a TSP with Time windows.
Consequently, we proposed and implement a tabu search
based heuristic for solving modified version of the Solomon’s
benchmarks of the VRPTW.
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